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# Guidelines 

1 

The liquidity cost benefit allocation mechanism is an important part of the whole liquidity management framework. As 

such, the mechanism should be consistent with the framework of governance, risk tolerance and the decision-making 

process. 

2 The liquidity cost benefit allocation mechanism should have a proper governance structure supporting it. 

3 
The output from the allocation mechanism should be actively and properly used and appropriate to the business 

profiles of the institution. 

4 
The scope of application of internal prices should be sufficiently comprehensive to cover all significant parts of assets, 

liabilities and off-balance sheet items regarding liquidity. 

5 
The internal prices should be determined by robust methodologies, taking into account the various factors involved in 

liquidity risk. 
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# A few details on Guidelines 

2 

[…] The resulting internal prices should be generated in a transparent and consistent manner. […] The management 

body in its management function or a governing body to which the management body delegates its powers (e.g. the 

Asset/Liability Committee (ALCO)) should explicitly approve the overall liquidity allocation mechanism and policies 

at least annually.  […]  If management wishes to incentivise certain behaviours, this should be subject to a separate, 

formal approval and reporting process. The objectivity of the internal prices should be 

maintained for the correct pricing and reporting of liquidity. […] The area or responsible function ultimately charged 

with implementing and running the internal prices mechanism should be service-oriented and not have a profit target 

for this specific and independent role. Equally, for larger institutions, personnel working within the area should not be 

set profit targets for this activity. […]  The liquidity cost benefit allocation mechanism should be controlled and 

monitored by an independent unit e.g. risk control or financial control in a transparent way. These independent 

controls and monitoring are important because the internal prices affect the measurement of product margins as well 

as results for the business units. […] A comprehensive approach to the allocation of liquidity cost is recommended. To 

promote consistent behaviour between the head office and subsidiaries in larger institutions, there should be a 

consistent internal pricing framework and policies that applies across the organisation and its activities, both on- and 

off- balance sheet, even if subsidiaries’ treasury units can act independently. A central management function e.g. 

treasury should have visibility over the entire organisation’s balance sheet and off – balance sheet items. 
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# A few details on Guidelines 

3 

The mechanism should be designed to ensure that the end users in the institution can understand the output and know 

how to use it to facilitate decisions that will ultimately impact the financial situation of the institution. The internal 

prices should percolate down to decision makers at transaction level or if appropriate, to a pool of transactions with 

homogenous liquidity risk to ensure maximum impact. […] The liquidity allocation mechanism should generate prices 

that can be used at an appropriate level of granularity, reflecting the size and sophistication of the institution. Although 

liquidity is often managed at an aggregate level, each funding operation should have an associated price. Internal prices 

should be aligned with wholesale market transaction prices where  available. 

4 

Appropriate internal funding prices should be charged for holding trading book assets or other marketable assets (AFS 

portfolio). The funding price charged should reflect both the expected holding period and the liquidity risk (change in 

liquidity of the asset). This can be achieved by calculating prudent liquidity charges (e.g. haircuts) for marketable assets 

which reflect possible abrupt adverse changes in the liquidity of the asset. These charges may be determined by stress 

and scenario testing (consistent with those used for the liquidity buffer calculation). […] Committed lines should incur 

a charge to reflect the cost of liquid funds that must be available to meet the funding requirement of a client if the 

facility is drawn. When drawn the credit advanced should be charged the price of funds with a corresponding 

(expected) maturity. […] For uncommitted lines the business units granting the facilities should be charged in a similar 

manner, albeit reflecting the higher discretion that the institution has over final payout. […]  Respecting the 

proportionality principle the transfer prices should reflect current market conditions as well as the actual institution-

specific circumstances, and should reflect both direct and indirect funding costs, including the cost of a liquidity buffer. 

At a minimum, depending on the updating frequency, the transfer prices should reflect market conditions observed 

over a recent period and expected over the near future. 
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# A few details on Guidelines 

5 

Adjustments to a base curve: 

• institutions own credit risk adjustments 

• bid/ask spread adjustments 

• liquidity adjustments are introduced for instruments that may have the same duration but due to differing liquidity 

attributes are not of the same value or cost to the institution. The liquidity premium may be estimated by observing 

rate differentials between the organisation's funding curve and the swap curve (or a risk-free rate). Swap rates quote 

the cost to transfer interest rate risk, so differences between actual funding rates and swaps represent the cost of 

raising liquidity, less term repricing risk; 

• option component adjustments: prepayment assumptions are vital in calculating accurate costs of products such as 

mortgages and sight and saving deposits. Complicated or structured products, including those with irregular cash 

flows, optionality and indeterminate maturities can be transfer priced using pre-defined functions, replicating 

portfolios and user-defined functions. Many institutions typically apply option pricing adjustments at the product or 

portfolio level instead of single instruments to strike a balance between absolute precision and processing 

requirements; 

The internal prices used should reflect the marginal cost of funding (cost of making new funding transactions in the 

market). The prices should reflect the marginal cost over a homogenous product group. As the required size of the 

liquidity buffer (and its cost) changes with any new product sold, as well as any new funding tapped, an institution 

should ideally be able to recalculate the contingent liquidity cost element of the transfer price. 
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# Principles 

1 A firm should allocate FTP costs and benefits based on funding risk and contingent liquidity risk.  

2 

A firm should have a consistent and transparent FTP framework for identifying and allocating FTP costs and benefits on 

a timely basis and at a sufficiently granular level, commensurate with the firm’s size, complexity, business activities, and 

overall risk profile.  

3 
A firm should have a robust governance structure for FTP, including the production of a report on FTP and oversight 

from a senior management group and central management function.  

4 
A firm should align business incentives with risk management and strategic objectives by incorporating FTP costs and 

benefits into product pricing, business metrics, and new product approval.  
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# Principles 

1 

A firm should have an FTP framework that allocates costs and benefits based on the following risks.  

• Funding risk, measured as the cost or benefit (including liquidity and interest rate components) of raising funds to 

finance ongoing business operations, should be allocated based on the characteristics of the business lines, 

products, and activities that give rise to those costs or benefits  

• Contingent liquidity risk, measured as the cost of holding standby liquidity composed of unencumbered, highly 

liquid assets, should be allocated to the business lines, products, and activities that pose risk of contingent funding 

needs during a stress event  

3 

[…] senior management with oversight responsibility for FTP should periodically, but no less frequently than 

quarterly, review the report on FTP to ensure that the established FTP framework is being properly implemented.  

[…] A firm should also establish a central management function tasked with implementing the FTP framework. The 

central management function should have visibility over the entire firm’s on- and off-balance sheet exposures.  

Independent risk and control functions and internal audit should provide oversight of the FTP process and assess the 

report on FTP, which should be reviewed as appropriate to reflect changing business and financial market conditions 

and to maintain the appropriate alignment of incentives. Lastly, consistent with existing supervisory guidance on 

model risk management, models used in FTP implementation should be independently validated and regularly 

reviewed to ensure that the models continue to perform as expected, that all assumptions remain appropriate, and 

that limitations are understood and appropriately mitigated.  
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# Principles 

2 

The methodologies should be transparent, repeatable, and sufficiently granular such that they align business decisions 

with the firm’s desired funding and contingent liquidity risk appetite. […] A firm should allocate FTP costs and 

benefits, as measured at transaction or trade inception, to the appropriate business line, product, or activity. If a firm 

retains any FTP costs or benefits in a centrally managed pool pursuant to its FTP framework, it should analyze the 

implications of such decisions on business line incentives and the firm’s overall risk profile.  […] The FTP framework 

should be implemented consistently across the firm to appropriately align risk-taking incentives. While it is possible to 

apply different FTP methodologies within a firm due to, among other things, legal entity type or specific jurisdictional 

circumstances, a firm should generally implement the FTP framework in a consistent manner across its corporate 

structure to reduce the likelihood of misaligned incentives. […] A firm should allocate, report, and update data on 

FTP costs and benefits at a frequency that is appropriate for the business line, product, or activity. Allocating, 

reporting, and updating of data should occur more frequently for trading exposures (for example, on a daily basis). 

Infrequent allocation, reporting, or updating of data for trading exposures (for example, based on month-end 

positions) may not fully capture a firm’s day-to-day funding and contingent liquidity risks. For example, a firm should 

monitor the age of its trading exposures, and those held longer than originally intended should be reassessed and FTP 

costs and benefits should be reallocated based on the modified holding period. […] A firm’s FTP framework should 

address derivative activities commensurate with the size and complexity of those activities. The FTP framework may 

consider the fair value of current positions, the rights of rehypothecation for collateral received, and contingent 

outflows that may occur during a stress event. […]  To avoid a misalignment of risk-taking incentives, a firm should 

adjust its FTP costs and benefits as appropriate based on both market-wide and idiosyncratic conditions, such as 

trapped liquidity, reserve requirements, regulatory requirements, illiquid currencies, and settlement or clearing costs. 

These idiosyncratic conditions should be contemplated in the FTP framework, and the firm customarily would include 

a discussion of the implications in the report on FTP.  
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# Principles 

4 

The information may be either at the transaction level or, if the transactions have homogenous funding and 

contingent liquidity risk characteristics, at an aggregated level. In deciding whether to allocate FTP costs and 

benefits at the transaction or aggregated level, firms should consider advantages and disadvantages of both 

approaches when developing the FTP framework.   

There should be ongoing dialogue between the business lines and the central function responsible for allocating FTP 

costs and benefits to ensure that funding and contingent liquidity risks are being captured and are well-understood 

for product pricing, business metrics, and new product approval. The business lines should understand the rationale 

for the FTP costs and benefits, and the central function should understand the funding and contingent liquidity risks 

implicated by the business lines’ transactions. Decisions by senior management to incentivize certain behaviors 

through FTP costs and benefits customarily would be documented and included in the report on FTP.  
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2. Interest Rate Components 

 Key components: 

 Replicating Portfolios for non maturing balance sheet items (core vs. non core) 

 Equity: modelled or output 

 Embedded option (fixed rate mortgage), Automatic option (floating rate cap) 

 

 Generally aplicable issues 

 Which interest rate curve? OIS-swap curve? 

 To which extent should embedded option be transfer priced? 

 How to factor-in the FTP the hedging limitation (emerging countries)? 

 Should behaviour-model uncertainty be factored in? 

 

 Low interest rate environment: how to transfer price: 

 0%-floor on deposits and loans? 

 increase of deposit balances (notably 0% floor deposit),  should replicating portfolios 
be applied? 

 Change in balance sheet mix (ie between different savings accounts)? 
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3. Funding Component 

 Key components: 

 Replicating Portfolios for non maturing balance sheet items : different from rate-
repllicating portfolio? 

 Gross basis (ie item by item) or net basis (ie net between asset and liability of a 
business line) 

 Funding and Liquidity (ie cost of buffer)? 

 Off balance sheet commitment 

 Curve: Wholesale funding cost vs. Customer funding cost? Marginal cost vs. Average 
cost? How to deal with secured funding in FTP (eg TLTRO, EIB, Covered Bond)? 

 

 Articulation with regulatory requirement 

 Internal metric or regulatory metric (eg LCR, NSFR…) 

 

 Low interest rate environment: how to transfer price: 

 increase of deposit balances (notably 0% floor deposit),  should replicating portfolios 
be applied? 

 Change in balance sheet mix (ie between different savings accounts)? 
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3. Funding Component 

 

 

 Articulations with  

 

 Constraints on : Loans-to-Deposit ratio 

 

 Local implementation? 

 

 TLAC? 

 

 Capital? 

 

 Leverage Ratio? 
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